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We discuss the formation and evolution of transient coherent
excitonic states induced by ultrashort laser irradiation of metal
surfaces supporting the surface and image potential bands
(typically the low index surfaces of Cu and Ag). These states,
which evolve into the image potential states in the course of
screening of primary optically excited electron–hole pair, may
play the role of early intermediate states in pump–probe
spectroscopies of surfaces (e.g. two-photon-photoemission or

sum-frequency generation) if the formation of image charge
density proceeds on the time scale of the order of or longer than
the pump–probe pulse duration and delay. In this regime a
pump–probe experiment may yield information on the
characteristics of such states rather than the states in relaxed
image potential bands. Time scales of the various stages of these
processes are estimated using an exactly solvable model of
surface screening.
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1 Early time interactions of quasiparticles
excited at surfaces The interpretation of excitation and
detection of quasiparticles at surfaces in pump–probe
experiments utilizing ultrashort laser pulses requires the
assessment of quasiparticle dynamics and system relaxation
from a true early evolution standpoint. While the nonadiabatic dynamics has been discussed in connection with
the studies of surfaces and surface reactions by pulsed laser
beams (for review see Refs. [1, 2]), the non-Markovian
relaxation effects [3, 4] following optical excitation of
surfaces have only recently become the subject of interest
and theoretical modelling [5]. Here we shall discuss these
effects on the example of two-photon-photoemission (2PPE)
from paradigmatic systems whose initial ground state
accommodates partly occupied quasi-two-dimensional
surface state bands (Q2D SS-bands) on top of the bulk
valence and conduction band structure [typically on (111)
surfaces of Cu and Ag]. The discussion will be focused on
electronic screening processes as the dominant relaxation
mechanism and in this context on the dynamics of formation
of the much discussed Q2D image potential band states
(IS-states) that are observed in the surface projected band
gaps between the vacuum level EV and the Fermi energy EF
of the substrate [6]. These bands are not incorpotated in the

initial equilibrium electronic structure because they arise as a
result of the response of the system to introduction of
electronic charge outside the surface.
In the initial step of 2PPE from surface bands [7] an
electron excited out of the SS-band state by absorption of a
pump pulse photon of energy vpu  EV  EF will ﬁrst feel
the initial state effective substrate potential and the
interaction with unscreened SS-hole left behind. This leads
to formation of a coherent primary exciton whose bound
state discrete energy levels El < EV may form a Rydberglike series characterized by the quantum numbers l that
reﬂect the speciﬁcities of constrained electronic motion
[8–10]. Subsequently, the two photocreated quasiparticles
(SS-hole and excited electron) start interacting with the
dynamical surface electronic response which will affect the
amplitudes, energies and phases of primary excitonic states.
As a result of these many-body interactions the primary
states of excited quasiparticles will evolve in the course of
time into a relaxed set of intermediate 2PPE states fjnig that
incorporate the effects of image screening in the form of
developed image potential bands. The sequence of excitation
and relaxation processes in the ﬁrst stage of a 2PPE event
induced by ultrashort pump pulse is illustrated schematically
in the left-side panel of Fig. 1a.
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 1 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) (a) Illustration of the
role of transient excitonic states as intermediate states in 2PPE from
surface state band. The relaxation of transient excitonic states into
image potential state(s) is denoted symbolically by a wiggly arrow.
Variation of delay t between two phase locked pulses may probe the
relaxation of the physical basis set of intermediate states. (b) Diagrammatic illustration of the pump–probe photoexcitation process
sketched in (a). Dashed and full lines denote the SS-hole and excited
electron propagators, respectively. Dashed and full wavy lines
denote the dynamically screened interactions involving bosonized
electronic charge density ﬂuctuations that contribute to the vertex
and self-energy renormalizations of the skeleton diagram (cf. discussion in Section 4). Open end boson propagators describing
excitation of real surface charge density ﬂuctuations are not shown
in the picture.

In the second stage of a 2PPE experiment the probe pulse
photons eject electrons from the intermediate set of
developed physical states (transient or relaxed) and thereby
provide information on the excited state dynamics of
the system (see right-side panel of Fig. 1a). The outgoing
photoelectron states are due to their delocalization much less
affected by the interaction with surface localized SS-hole
than the intermediate states.
In order to understand the motivation for discussing
relaxation processes in ultrafast 2PPE experiments it is
important to observe that the many-body interactions which
accompany evolution of the system from the initial excited
state, over the transient excitonic states, to the relaxed states
fjnig that include the states of image potential bands, are not
switched on adiabatically but rather instantaneously with the
photoexcitation of primary electron–hole pair (e–h pair).
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

From the theoretical point of view this prevents the tracing of
time-development operator back to early times (t ! 1)
by using the adiabatic hypothesis on which the standard
propagator techniques for descriptions of evolution of
quasiparticles are based. A clear discussion of this principal
issue was presented in Ref. [14].
In this paper we outline a model for description of
temporal evolution and coherence of excited electron states
at surfaces that reveals the most salient features of
quasiparticle dynamics on the time scale typical of ultrafast
pump–probe experiments. The model does not assume preexistence of stationary image potential bands in the initial
state but recovers them as a result of evolution of the excited
system towards the screened state. On the basis of earlier
studies of quasiparticle dynamics in surface bands [15–17]
we expect that the electronic many-body relaxation processes will take place on the few femtosecond (fs) time
scale. During this interval the dynamics of quasiparticles will
be dominantly governed by coherent energy and amplitude
relaxation because the irreversible decay of quasiparticles
from quasistationary states may proceed and be traceable
only after the formation of the latter.
2 Formulation of the model of unscreened
surface exciton We start from a model in which prior to
the photoexcitation of an e–h pair the many-electron system
is described by one-electron eigenstates [18–21, 23] of the
effective initial state (subscript ‘i’) one-particle Hamiltonian
Hi ðp; rÞ ¼

p2
þ Ui ðrÞ;
2m

(1)

^ p^z Þ and radiusvector
with the particle momentum p ¼ ðP;
r ¼ ðR; zÞ. Here bold capitals denote components of the
operators and vectors in the lateral direction (i.e. parallel to
the surface), and lower case italics the components in the zdirection perpendicular to the surface. The effective oneelectron potential Ui ðrÞ is periodic in the lateral directions
but for the sake of simplicity we shall assume in the
following Ui ðrÞ ¼ Ui ðzÞ. This means that the effect of
lateral periodicity will be accounted for through different
effective electron (m ¼ me ) and hole mass ðm ¼ mh Þ in the
respective bands. Hence
Hi ðp; rÞ ¼

b2
p^2
P
þ z þ Ui ðzÞ;
2m 2m

(2)

and the equation


Hi jK; ji ¼ EK;j jK; ji ¼ h2 K 2 =2m þ ej jK; ji;

(3)

yields the eigenenergies EK;j and eigenstates jK; ji of Hi ,
with K and j denoting a 2D electron wavevector parallel to
the surface and a quantum number describing electron
motion perpendicular to the surface, respectively. In the
following the energies EK;j will be taken to describe the
unperturbed initial state one-electron band structure.
www.pss-b.com
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In the forthcoming discussions we shall also refer to the
ﬁnal (subscript ‘f’) or relaxed one-particle Hamiltonian
p2
Hf ðp; rÞ ¼
þ Uf ðrÞ;
2m

(4)

whose set of eigenstates includes also the image potential
band states produced by the relaxation of effective surface
potential when an electron is adiabatically brought to the
surface [24]. Here we shall also assume Uf ðrÞ ¼ Uf ðzÞ. The
set of eigenstates that diagonalize Hf is denoted by fjK; nig
and their calculation was presented in Ref. [24], and in a slab
model in Ref. [16]. Hence, the sets of one-electron states
jK; ji and jK; ni that diagonalize Hi and Hf , respectively, are
non-equivalent since they correspond to Hamiltonians with
different effective one-particle potentials Ui ðzÞ and Uf ðzÞ.
An overview of the studies of many-body excitonic
interactions in the models with Ui ðrÞ ¼ Uf ðrÞ can be
obtained from Refs. [10–13].
2.1 Primary surface exciton Hamiltonian For the
convenience of forthcoming discussion we shall assume
that the ground state of the system incorporates the states
jK; j ¼ SSi of the SS-band because they represent an
initial state feature pre-existent relative to the interactions
switched on with optical excitation of the system. Together
with the bulk states jK; j 6¼ SSi they constitute a complete set
of eigenstates that diagonalize Hi . It is this physical set of
eigenstates occupied up to EF in which individual electrons
are ‘experimentally prepared’ before being exposed to the
interaction with pulsed laser ﬁelds. In this simpliﬁed picture
an excited e–h pair can be viewed as a two-body system
described by the Hamiltonian [18, 20–22]
eh
H2body
¼ H e ðpe ; re Þ þ H h ðph ; rh Þ þ Vðre  rh Þ;

(5)

where re;h ¼ ðRe;h ; ze;h Þ and pe;h ¼ ðPe;h ; pz;e;h Þ denote the
electron (e) and hole (h) radius vectors and momenta,
respectively. Here H e and H h are, respectively, one-particle
Hamiltonians of the form (2) for the excited electron and
hole which propagate in different bands, and
Vðre  rh Þ ¼ 

e2
jre  rh j

(6)

is the yet unscreened two-body e–h Coulomb interaction
that depends only on the relative coordinate jre  rh j.
In view of the below discussed relaxation processes
and time scales on which they proceed, the pair interaction
(6) becomes effective only after the excitation of e–h pair.
In other words, in the present problem the two-body
interaction (6) does not obey the adiabatic boundary
conditions but rather is switched on suddenly with the
creation of primary e–h pair over the initial ground
state [25].
Exploiting the symmetry of the problem, the oneparticle wavefunctions that diagonalize H e and H h on the
right-hand-side (RHS) of Eq. (5) can be, respectively, given
www.pss-b.com

in the form
cKe ;je ðre Þ ¼ hre jK e ; je i ¼ eiKe Re fje ðze Þ;

(7)

cKh ;jh ðrh Þ ¼ hrh jK h ; jh i ¼ eiKh Rh fjh ðzh Þ:

(8)

These wavefunctions constitute a complete set of
electron and hole states that may be used in construction of
pair states for description of early exciton dynamics.
We assume that prior to photoexcitation the electron
is in a surface state described by the wavefunction
cKe ;SS ðre Þ ¼ hre jK e ; SSi. In optically pumped transitions
absorption of a photon lifts an electron to a higher
unoccupied state jK; ji, leaving a hole in the initial
state jK; SSi. From that instant onward the dynamics of
excited e–h pair is in the absence of other interactions
described by the primary exciton Hamiltonian (5). However,
the creation of two uncompensated charges at the surface,
viz. an electron in the state jK e ; ji and a hole in the
state jK h ; SSi ¼ j  K e ; SSi, also switches on the quasiparticle interactions with the charge density ﬂuctuations in
the metal. In the course of time this renormalizes the bare
quasiparticle energies and dynamically screens out their
mutual Coulomb interaction (6). This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 1b. To study temporal evolution of this process
we ﬁrst need a description of the primary excitonic states.
2.2 Primary exciton wavefunctions and
energies To obtain the surface exciton wavefunctions at
the instant 0þ after its excitation, we observe that if the e–h
interaction Vðre  rh Þ in (5) were absent, the problem would
be separable and the total e–h wavefunction given by a linear
combination of the products of electron and hole wavefunctions (7) and (8). Since only the lowest lying levels of
electronic bands are important for formation of excitonic
states [20], we may for practical purposes assume a single
excited state band produced by effective Ui ðze Þ above the
surface projected bulk band gap around EV . Then, the form of
Hamiltonian (5) suggests in the ﬁrst approximation the
representation of early exciton wavefunction as described in
Refs. [18–21] and adjusted to the present problem characterized by the parallel to the surface (lateral) translational
invariance. By introducing the e–h pair lateral relative
coordinates
r ¼ Re  Rh ;

1
R ¼ ðRe þ Rh Þ;
2

(9)

and their conjugate 2D momentum operators
1
Q ¼ ðPe  Ph Þ;
2

P ¼ Pe þ Ph ;

(10)

ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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and substituting them in (5), one ﬁnds following Ref. [18]
the transformed Hamiltonian:


2
h2 r2R h r2r h2 1
1


H¼

r r rR
2M 4
2M
2 me mh


h2 @2
h2 @2
þ
U
ðz
Þ

i
e
2me @z2e
2mh @z2h

(11)

two-band model the ﬁrst term on the RHS of (14) reduces to
P2 =2ðme þ mh Þ.
In optical transitions the momentum of the absorbed
photon is negligible and hence the total exciton momentum is
zero, viz. P ¼ K e þ K h ¼ 0. Then the wavefunction describing a primary exciton produced by photoexcitation of an
electron from the SS-band reads
hre ; rh jP; li ¼ CP;l ðre ; rh Þ
X
X
fj ðze ÞfSS ðzh Þ
eiðKe Re þK h Rh Þ AP;l
¼
K e ;j;K h ;SS :

e2
þ Ui ðzh Þ  qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ;
r 2 þ ðze  zh Þ2

K e þK h ¼0

j

where me and mh are the effective masses of electron and
hole for motion in lateral direction, respectively, and
M ¼ me mh =ðme þ mh Þ is the corresponding reduced mass
of the pair. Now, since the total lateral momentum operator
for e–h pair P ¼ ihrR commutes with (11), its
eigenvector P ¼ ðK e þ K h Þ is a constant of motion. Hence,
the exciton eigenstate jP; li with lateral momentum hP and
exciton quantum number l (or a set of quantum numbers)
can be expanded in unperturbed e–h pair wavefunctions
composed of (7) and (8), viz.
X P;l
AK e ;j;Kh ;SS jK e ; j; K h ; SSi;
(12)
jP; li ¼
K e ;K h ;j

where j ¼ je ranges over the set of all empty eigenstates
hze jji of the initial Hamiltonian Hi . For reasons explained
earlier the ﬁnal relaxed states of image potential bands do
not enter this summation because they do not constitute the
basis of the initial ground state of the system. The energies
of exciton bound states of interest, el , should be sought as
the eigenvalues of a two-body Hamiltonian (5). Now, in the
transformed coordinates representation (11) the lateral
momentum operator P can be replaced by its eigenvalue P
and hence
eh
H2body
jP; li

¼ EjP; li:

P2
 el ;
2b

(14)

where b is a function of effective masses of electrons and
holes excited in unoccupied 2D jbands and SS-band,
respectively, and el denote bound state exciton energies. In a
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Prior to the restriction P ¼ 0, the second sum on the RHS of
(15) represents a 2D Fourier transform of the wavepacket
amplitude in the lateral momentum space of an exciton
with total momentum hP, i.e. it gives the corresponding
wavepacket in the ðx; yÞ-coordinate space[19, 20]. In the
special case of optically induced transitions for which P ¼ 0
this wavepacket reduces to the form
X
eiKe r AP¼0;l
(16)
FP¼0;l
j;SS ðr Þ ¼
K e ;j;K e ;SS :
Ke

In this limit the appropriate Hamiltonian for description of
optically induced excitons is obtained from (11) with P
replaced by P ¼ 0, and reads
h2 r2r
þ Hze ðze Þ
2M
þ Hzh ðzh Þ þ Veh ðr ; ze ; zh Þ;

(17)

Hze ðze Þ ¼ 

h2 @2
þ Ui ðze Þ;
2me @z2e

(18)

Hzh ðzh Þ ¼ 

h2 @2
þ Ui ðzh Þ;
2mh @z2h

(19)

ðexcÞ

HP¼0 ¼ 

where

(13)

Following the analogy with Refs. [18, 20] the solution
of (13) should yield the exciton energies and wavefunctions.
We note that in the case of 3D-spherical bands discussed
in Refs. [18, 20] the exciton bound state energies acquire the
Rydberg-like form ER =l2 (l  1) where ER ¼ Me4 =2h2 is
expressed through the reduced e–h mass M appropriate to
3D bands. A restricted version of Hamiltonian (11) with
P ¼ 0 and appropriate to description of excitons in narrow
quantum wells was studied in Ref. [26]. In the present
case and in the effective mass approximation for nondegenerate Q2D bands the exciton bound state energies
should appear in a similar form [cf. Eqs. (10) and (30) in
Ref. [18]], viz.
EP;l ¼

(15)

e2
Veh ðr ; ze ; zh Þ ¼  qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ :
r 2 þ ðze  zh Þ2

(20)

For non-zero and small P the mixed third term on
the RHS of (11) containing r r rR can under certain
conditions be treated by perturbation theory following
Ref. [18].
2.3 Approximate calculation of primary exciton
wavefunctions An approximate solution to Eq. (17) may
be obtained following the arguments of Refs. [27, 28]
employed in the description of motion of electrons and holes
in perturbed periodic ﬁelds. We now make use of the
assumption that even in the presence of e–h interaction (6)
www.pss-b.com
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the effective potential Ui ðzh Þ is strong enough to localize
the hole in pre-existent SS-band within a narrow region
(of the order of few atomic radii) at the surface, i.e. within the
extension of surface state electron density jfSS ðzÞj2 where
fSS ðzÞ ¼ hzjj ¼ SSi is the eigenstate of (19). This is
analogous to the adiabatic limit Ansatz of Kohn and
Luttinger [28] in which the z-component of hole motion is
solved ﬁrst. For the currently studied problem the pertinent
solution was presented in Refs. [16, 17]. The adiabatic limit
Ansatz suggests the introduction of an effective excited
electron Hamiltonian
ðeffÞ

h2 r2r
ðeffÞ
þ Hze ðze Þ þ Veh ðr ; ze Þ
2M
ðeffÞ
¼ H0 ðr ; ze Þ þ Veh ðr ; ze Þ;

HP¼0 ¼ 

(21)

in which
ðeffÞ
Veh ð r ; ze Þ

Z
¼ e

2

jfSS ðzh Þj2
ﬃ;
dzh qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r 2 þ ðze  zh Þ2

(22)

plays the role of ‘impurity potential’ exerted by the hole in a
pre-existent SS-state on the excited electron located at
ðr ; ze Þ. The signature of the integrated out hole coordinate
ðeffÞ
zh appears in the anisotropy of Veh ðr ; ze Þ which
asymptotically behaves as;
e 2 e 2 ze zh
 3 þ Oð1=r 4 Þ;
(23)
r!1
r
r
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
R
where r ¼ r 2 þ z2e and zh ¼ zh jcSS ðzh Þj2 dzh (note that
a similar argument was employed in Ref. [26] to obtain an
effective potential governing exciton dynamics in narrow
quantum wells). Thereby the Schrödinger equation with
Hamiltonian (21) expressed in the coordinates ðr ; ze Þ
becomes equivalent to the donor state wavefunction
equation (3.1) of Ref. [28]. In the extreme limit in which
jfSS ðzh Þj2 is replaced by the density of a ﬁxed point charge,
the formation of the screening cloud on ultrashort time scale
was studied in Ref. [29].
At this stage it is convenient to invoke the effective mass
theory of Ref. [28] and apply it to (21) to obtain quantitative
estimates of the primary exciton energy levels and
wavefunctions. The solution follows the well known
variation-of-constant method. We ﬁrst assume that the
unperturbed z-component Hze ðze Þ of (17) gives rise to
electron band gap extending several eV below EV and to a
band (or bands) above the gap whose states near the bottom
are non-degenerate. Next we assume that the effective e–h
potential (22) gives rise to bound states that have dimensions
large in comparison with the lattice period in the lateral
directions so as that the conditions are fulﬁlled for writing the
wavefunction of (21) in the form analogous to that discussed
in Ref. [28] and appropriate to the present boundary
conditions
ðeffÞ

lim Veh ðr ; ze Þ ¼ 

Cðr ; ze Þ ¼ Fðr ; ze Þcj ðK 0 ; r ; ze Þ:
www.pss-b.com

(24)

Here cj ðK 0 ; r ; ze Þ ¼ uðK 0 ; r Þfj ðze Þ is the unperturbed
wavefunction describing electron at the bottom (K ¼ K 0 )
of the jth band of H0 ð r ; ze Þ of Eq. (21). The role of zcomponent of the band bottom wavefunction fj ðze Þ is taken
up by the lowest energy wavefunction of Hze ðze Þ, Eq. (18), in
the jth band. If the surface projected band gap straddles the
vacuum level, then far outside the surface this eigenstate
tends asympotically to the vacuum energy wavefunction.
Fð r ; ze Þ satisﬁes the effective mass equation
"
#
h2 r2r
h2 @2
ðeffÞ

  2 þ Veh ð r ; ze Þ Fðr ; ze Þ
2M
2me @ze
¼ eFðr ; ze Þ;

(25)

where me is the effective mass for electron motion in the
z-direction near the jth band bottom of H0 ðr ; ze Þ deﬁned in
(21) which ﬁxes the zero of e. Thereby the effect of Ui ðze Þ on
the electron motion is absorbed in me and the form of
wavefunction cj ðk0 ; r ; ze Þ. In the above described approximation the total exciton wavefunction corresponding to
Hamiltonian (17) is obtained as a product of (24) and
fSS ðzh Þ.
ðeffÞ
The effective potential Veh ð r ; ze Þ is generally anisotropic as signiﬁed by expression (23) and illustrated in Fig. 2.
Equation (25) is analogous to Eq. (3.4) of Ref. [28] and its
solution may be attempted by several methods. Here we
present the results of numerical solutions of Eq. (25) for
Cu(111) surface obtained for few lowest bound state energy
levels el by using the DVR MCTDH and Fourier Grid
Hamiltonian methods. The parameters used are M ¼ 0:33,

Figure 2 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Three dimensional
contour plot illustrating the anisotropy of the modulus of effective
ðeffÞ
potential jVeh ð r; ze Þj [cf. Eq. (22)] in the case of Cu(111) surface.
Positive direction of the z-axis (i.e. exterior of the metal) is on the
LHS of the picture. Light shaded sheet denotes the ﬁrst surface plane
of the crystal occupying the region of the viewer.
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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me ¼ 1, and el ’s are measured from the relevant jth band
bottom. We ﬁnd:
e0 ðt ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ 3:1961 eV
e1 ðt ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ 1:9516 eV
e2 ðt ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ 1:2928 eV
e3 ðt ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ 1:1261 eV
e4 ðt ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ 0:9634 eV
e5 ðt ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ 0:7730 eV
e6 ðt ¼ 0þ Þ ¼ 0:7271 eV; etc :

(26)

This substantiates the possibility of existence of
excitonic precursor states in the intermeadiate stage of a
2PPE process. These el are also in good semiquantitative
agreement with the results obtained for transient excitons in
bulk Cu [10]. Of course, for t > 0 the excitonic energy levels
will vary in time following to the dynamics of screening of
the bare e–h potential and the formation of quasiparticlesurface image potential (see Section 4). Here it is interesting
to note that ﬁnal bound state energy levels of the image
potential [24] derived from (4) are nearly degenerate with
higher el listed in (26).
3 Population of primary excitonic levels induced
by ultrashort pump pulses The wavefunction prerequisites established in the preceding section enable us to
estimate the evolution of optically induced populations of the
primary states of transient surface excitons. The desired
information is contained in quantum mechanical amplitudes
aPl;SS ðt0 Þ describing these processes, i.e. the coefﬁcients of the
components of exciton wavefunctions obtained from ﬁrst
order time-dependent perturbation theory applied to electron
interaction with the pump laser ﬁeld [32]. Hence, the
transition amplitudes appear linear and the populations
quadratic in the ﬁeld strength E. In the considered process an
electron makes a transition from the initial state jK e ; SSi into
one of the jK e ; ji states that constitute the ðP; lÞ-th excitonic
state (15). Making use of the above expressions we ﬁnd that
the probability amplitude pertaining to optically induced
transition into excitonic state jP ¼ 0; li is given by a coherent
sum over j-bands:
X
0
0
aP¼0
Dj;SS eiEP¼0;l t FP¼0;l
l;SS ðt Þ ¼
j;SS ðr ¼ 0Þ
j



1
i

Z

t0

1

RHS of (27). On the other hand, in pump–probe induced
transitions typical of 2PPE the conservation of energy sets in
only after the completion of interactions with both laser
ﬁelds. Mathematically this means after additional integration over Rthe duration of interaction with the probe ﬁeld
t
E pr ðt0 Þ, viz. 1 dt0 E pr ðt0 Þ . . ., and letting t ! 1.
Temporal variation of the probability of electronic
transitions induced by an ultrashort Gaussian pulse from
the occupied part of SS-band into l-th excitonic level is given
by the absolute square of expression (27). This is illustrated
in Fig. 3 for the case of Cu(111) surface (cf. this dependence
with the ones shown Figs. 2a and 6a in Ref. [11]). It is seen
that the pumping of a single excitonic level is a smooth
process largely determined by the pulse duration. However,
the population of ﬁnal 2PPE states proceeding from
excitonic levels may exhibit interference effects arising in
the coherent sum of coefﬁcients (27) over the manifold fjlig
of excitonic states.
4 Surface exciton in the presence of dynamical
image screening We shall describe the effects of
dynamical screening at the surface within linear response
formalism. This is equivalent to bosonization of the
interaction of individual charges with the electronic
charge density ﬂuctuations in the system. The procedure is
based on the observation that within linear response
formalism the propagator of electronic charge density
ﬂuctuations can be conveniently represented by an equivalent boson propagator with the same excitation spectrum
[16, 33]. The quantum numbers describing bosonized charge
density excitations are their momentum Q parallel to the
surface and the excitation energy v0 . Thereby the dynamical
screening effects are modelled by the interaction of charges
of excited electron and hole with the boson ﬁeld whose
Population probability
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4

ð27Þ
dt1 E pu ðt1 ÞeiðEP¼0;l eSS Þt1 ;

where Dj;SS ¼ m j;SS E ¼ hK e ; jjre EjK e ; SSi is the oneelectron dipole matrix element, FP¼0;l
j;SS ð r ¼ 0Þ is obtained
from (16), and E pu ðt1 Þ is the modulation of pump pulse
electromagnetic ﬁeld. Assuming rotating wave approximation and Gaussian proﬁle Gðt1 Þ of the pump pulse with
carrier frequency vpu , viz. E pu ðt1 Þ ¼ Gðt1 Þeivpu t1 , we ﬁnd
that the integration on the RHS of (27) can be readily carried
out. The conservation of energy in a single optically induced
transition (i.e. in the absence of the probe pulse) is
established in the limit t0 ! 1 taken in the integral on the
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 3 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Temporal variation
0 2
of the relative population probabilities jaP¼0
l;SS ðt Þj (normalized to
2
respective jDj;SS CP¼0;l
ðr
¼
0Þj
)
in
electronic
transitions
from the
j;SS
SS-band on Cu(111) to four lowest stationary surface excitonic
levels (26) detached from a single generic jth band (dotted, short
dashed, long dashed and full curves, respectively), and to a resonant
level eres ¼ vpu þ eSS (topmost dotted curve). The bottom of the jth
band is taken to coincide with the vacuum level. Transitions are
induced by ultrashort Gaussian pump pulse Gðt1 Þ centred around
t1 ¼ 0, with carrier frequency vpu ¼ 4:2 eV and FWHM ¼ 3 fs.
www.pss-b.com
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ﬂuctuations are described by the linear electronic response
function of the system. This passage was elaborated in
Ref. [16] for the interaction of quasiparticles in surface
bands with the substrate electronic response, and is shown
schematically in Fig. 4 for the surface mediated component
of the total e–h interaction discussed below.
We ﬁrst outline a general framework for the description of
coherent relaxation processes during which the energies of
quasiparticles in non-stationary states are modiﬁed by their
interactions with the developing electronic response of the
system. Incoherent relaxation is usually associated with
the quasiparticle recoil and irreversible decay out of the
stationary states [16] and therefore can be well deﬁned only
upon the formation of the latter. We shall demonstrate that the
action of coherent response can be modelled by an effective
time-dependent potential which gives the leading contribution
to surface mediated e–h interaction energy and is manifestly
independent of the individual states of excited quasiparticles
[34]. Our point of departure is the picture of screening of e–h
potential (22) that is illustrated diagrammatically in Fig. 4. In
this formulation the screening process is completely described
by the full response function of the system, xðr2 ; r1 ; t  t1 Þ
elaborated in Ref. [16] and adapted to the present problem
below. From this we may ﬁnd the form of effective screened
potential in the direct space as a function of the quasiparticle
coordinates re and rh or, by exploiting the translational
symmetry along the surface, in the mixed space as a
function of ðQ; ze;h Þ. Thereby we avoid preassumed states
jii in the formulation of early quasiparticle dynamics. In the
ﬁeld-theoretical description this corresponds to accounting for
the renormalization of bare e–h interaction which becomes
effective with the photoexcitation of the pair (cf. Fig. 1b).
Going over from space and time to the mixed ðQ; vÞrepresentation we may write for the total e–h interaction
tot
Veh
ðQ; ze ; zh ; vÞ ¼ Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ; vÞ

ð28Þ

ðindÞ

þVeh ðQ; ze ; zh ; vÞ:

(ze,t)

z=0

(zh,t1)
t

z1

(z1,z2,Q,t-t1)

z2

Figure 4 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Diagrammatic illustration of the screened component V~eh ðQ; ze ; zh ; tÞ of e–h interaction (31) for the case of hole charge density overlapping the substrate
surface at z ¼ 0.
www.pss-b.com

Here Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ; vÞ is the Fourier transform with
respect to r and t of the suddenly switched on bare
component of e–h potential Veh ðr ; ze ; zh ÞQðtÞ with
Veh ðr ; ze ; zh Þ < 0 given by (20). In accord with this, the
screened or polarization induced component of the total e–h
interaction reads
Z
Z
i
ðindÞ
Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ; vÞ ¼ 
dz2 dz1 VQ eQjze z2 j
v þ id
 xQ ðz1 ; z2 ; vÞVQ eQjz1 zh j :
ð29Þ
The prefector i=ðv þ idÞ is the Fourier transform of
Heaviside step function, the minus sign in front arises
from the attractive interaction between the positive hole
charge and the electronic charge density ﬂuctuations in the
metal, and VQ ¼ 2pe2 =Q is a 2D Fourier transform of
the Coulomb interaction e2 =jRj. We have omitted from
expression (28) the unscreened e–h exchange interaction
[12, 13] because its role in the discussed situation of surface
bands with small spatial overlap was estimated to be of minor
importance.
In the case when both the excited electron and the hole
are localized well outside the surface and their charges
have negligible overlap with the remaining electron density
in the system, the exponential functions in the integrand
of (29) factorize. This leads to the quantum analog of the
classical image theorem [30, 16] that allows a simple
deﬁnition of the surface response function in the exterior of
the system (see next section). However, in a general situation
of the holes excited in surface bands which overlap with
the bulk electronic density and the image plane this is not
the case. In this situation we must examine expression (29) in
its general form to assess temporal evolution of the
effective e–h potential. Since within the Kohn–Luttinger
Ansatz [28] the hole motion is solved ﬁrst, it is the temporal
evolution of the hole density that causes the substrate charge
density ﬂuctuations which produce the induced potential
(29). This imposes the use of retarded xQ ðz1 ; z2 ; vÞ in the
evaluation of (29). To this end we introduce the spectral
representation
Z 1
xQ ðz1 ; z2 ; vÞ ¼
dv0 DQ ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 Þ
0


ð30Þ
1
1


;
v  v0 þ id v þ v0 þ id
and use it to calculate the Fourier transform of (29) which
incorporates the time evolution of screened e–h interaction.
Such a procedure yields a convolution of the suddenly
switched on bare e–h potential [hence the appearance of
the Fourier transform of the step function in (29)] with
the response function x, as it should within the linear
response theory. This is shown schematically in Fig. 4 and in
ðindÞ
practice amounts to integrating Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ; t  t1 Þ over t1
constrained to the interaction interval ð0; tÞ [10]. This
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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produces a reactive (i.e. real or non-dissipative) retarded
potential acting on the excited electron
Z t
ðindÞ
ðindÞ
~
Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ; tÞ ¼ QðtÞ
dt1 Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ; t  t1 Þ
0
Z
Z
¼ QðtÞ dz2 dz1 VQ2 eQjze z2 j eQjz1 zh j
Z 1

dv0 N Q ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 Þð1  cos v0 tÞ;
0

ð31Þ
where N Q ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 Þ ¼ 2DQ ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 Þ=v0 . To further
obtain the effective potential which the hole imparts on the
electron in the approximation of frozen up hole wavefunction [28], the RHS of (29) is multiplied by the hole density
jfSS ðzh Þj2 and then integrated over zh .
Several important general features of the dynamically
screened e–h interaction can be readily deduced from
expression (31). First, the induced potential (31) starts from
zero at t ¼ 0 and saturates for t ! 1 at a ﬁnite value
determined by
Z
Z
ðindÞ
2
~
Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ; 1Þ ¼ VQ dz1 dz2 eQjze z2 j
Z 1
ð32Þ

dv0 N Q ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 ÞeQjz1 zh j :
0

This expression is analogous to and plays the role of the
compressibility sum rule [31] or perfect screening sum rule
[33] valid for probe charges residing in the interior or exterior
relative to the surface, respectively. Its Fourier inversion into
r -space yields the repulsive electron interaction with the
electronic polarization cloud induced by the hole. Second,
any prominent peak of non-negligible weight in the spectral
density N Q ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 Þ gives rise to attenuated oscillations
ðindÞ
of V~eh ðQ; ze ; zh ; tÞ around the saturation value, irrespective
of the detailed structure of N Q ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 Þ. This will be
illustrated in the next section in an exactly solvable model of
screened surface exciton.
Expression (31) also enables the assessment of formation
ðimÞ
of the screening or image potential U~e ðQ; ze ; tÞ felt by an
electron that is promoted at instant t ¼ 0 to a distance ze in
the surface region. Following the above notation we ﬁnd
ðimÞ
ðindÞ
U~e ðQ; ze ; tÞ ¼  12 V~eh ðQ; ze ; ze ; tÞ. This implies that the
screening and attenuation of primary e–h excitonic potential
and the formation of electron image potential proceed on the
same pace because they are controlled by the same excitation
spectrum N Q ðz1 ; z2 ; v0 Þ. This point will be further elaborated in the next section.
5 Exact model solution of the dynamics of
exciton screening
5.1 Dynamical surface screening of e–h
interaction In order to learn about and understand better
the physics of complex relaxation processes it is desirable
to establish their descriptions within exactly solvable
models whose solutions can be easily interpreted. A simple
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

illustration of the evolution of screening of e–h pair
interactions at surfaces can be given for excited quasiparticles that have negligibly small overlap with the charge
density inside the metal substrate (external exciton). A
typical example of this case is photoexcitation from the states
and/or orbitals localized outside the substrate image plane
whose position is determined by the centroid of the induced
charge density. This model is of great relevance despite its
relative simplicity because linear response formalism
provides exact description of screening of external perturbations owing to the validity of perfect screening sum rule
[33] outside the image plane which deﬁnes the physical
surface for electronic excitations. This situation also
makes the application of Kohn–Luttinger approximation of
quasistatic hole charge [28] well justiﬁed.
The above described conditions appear to be approximately satisﬁed on Ag(111) surfaces which support the
surface state- and image potential state-bands. According to
experimental evidence [35–37] all three low index surfaces
of silver exhibit linear and positive (upward) surface
plasmon dispersion, in contrast to the free-electron like
metal surfaces for which it is negative and well described in
jellium (Je) based models [38]. If, following the suggestions
of Rocca et al. [37] and analyses of Feibelman [39], the bulk
and surface plasmons in Ag are thought of as collective
excitations split off the bottom of 4d–5s band of electron–
hole excitations in the interior of the metal, then the position
of the effective image plane will shift to the region of 4d
orbitals, i.e. inward relative to the region of occupied surface
and unoccupied image potential states that are localized
outside the surface by the bulk band gaps. On the other
hand, since small charge in SS-bands makes very small
contribution to the response function (30), the relevant
reference plane for SS-hole screening may be taken to be
the same image potential plane that is shifted towards the
interior by the presence of 4d-bands. Analogous arguments
could also be extended to the Cu(111) surface (cf. Figs. 1 and
3 in Ref. [16] for the localization of SS- and IS-wavefunctions and for positive surface plasmon dispersion,
respectively).
Within these boundary conditions the limit of (28) for ze
and zh lying outside the image plane yields a selfconsistent
ðeffÞ
e–h potential V eh which in the ðQ; z; vÞ representation takes
the form [30, 33]
ðeffÞ

ðeffÞ

ðimÞ

V eh ðQ; ze ; vÞ ¼ Veh ðQ; ze ; vÞ þ Veh ðQ; ze ; vÞRQ ðvÞ:
ð33Þ
ðeffÞ

Here Veh ðQ; ze ; vÞ is a 2D Fourier transform of e–h
ðeffÞ
potential Veh ðr ; ze ; tÞ of the type appearing on the LHS of
Eq. (25). This is a deﬁnite approximation close to the image
plane, but the one enabling good insight into underlying
physics before the large scale computations based on
expression (28) that describes a general situation are
performed [47].
www.pss-b.com
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To derive the total potential (33) we ﬁrst determine the
ðeffÞ
bare e–h effective potential Veh ðQ; ze ; vÞ and the polarizðimÞ
ation interaction Veh ðQ; ze ; vÞ from the ðQ; vÞ-Fourier
ðeffÞ
ðeffÞ
transforms of Veh ð r ; ze ; tÞ ¼ Veh ðr ; ze ÞQðtÞ and of
ðimÞ
ðimÞ
Veh ð r ; ze ; tÞ ¼ Veh ð r ; ze ÞQðtÞ, respectively (a more
complicated time dependence of the interaction is brieﬂy
discussed at the end of this subsection). Note that
ðeffÞ
Veh ð r; ze Þ is the same interaction that enters Eq. (25),
and the interaction of the hole with the electron image is
given by the image plane reﬂected expression [30]
Z

ðimÞ

Veh ðr ; ze Þ ¼ e2

jfh ðzh Þj2
ﬃ;
dzh qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
r 2 þ ðze þ zh Þ2

(34)

where fh ðzh Þ is here assumed to have negligible overlap
with the substrate bulk wavefunctions. The remaining
ingredient is the surface response function RQ ðvÞ obtained
from xQ ðz1 ; z2 ; vÞ (cf. Appendix B in Ref. [16]) and
expressed through its spectral representation [33]
Z 1
RQ ðvÞ ¼
dv0 S Q ðv0 Þ
0






1
1

;
v  v0 þ id v þ v0 þ id

(35)

where S Q ðv0 Þ is the spectral weight of surface electronic
excitations of wavevector Q and energy v0 .
Transforming the whole expression (33) back to real
time representation and obeying the retarded character of the
screening process as in Section 4, we ﬁnd
ðeffÞ

ðeffÞ

0

ð36Þ
Here N Q ðv0 Þ ¼ 2S Q ðv0 Þ=v0 plays the role of surface
excitation
that satisﬁes perfect screening sum rule
R 1 0 spectrum
0
0 dv N Q¼0 ðv Þ ¼ 1 [33].
The second term on the RHS of (36) can be visualized as
a FT of the (retarded) dynamic image mediated interaction
between the photoexcited electron and hole at lateral
separation r . This is in full analogy with the screening of
excitonic potentials in bulk systems [10] and it is gratifying
that equivalent expressions (in terms of appropriate quantum
numbers) are obtained in the interior and exterior regions of
the dielectric. Hence, expression (31) intrapolates between
the two limits across the atomically narrow interface. In the
exterior the peculiar transient behaviour of the induced
potential is governed by a transient factor in the second term
on the RHS of (36), viz.
Z 1
dv0 N Q ðv0 Þ½1  cosðv0 tÞ;
(37)
RQ ðtÞ ¼

www.pss-b.com

ðrelaxÞ

ðeffÞ

ðimÞ

V eh ðQ; ze Þ ¼ Veh ðQ; ze Þ  Veh ðQ; ze Þ:

(38)

ðimÞ

V eh ðQ; ze ; tÞ ¼ Veh ðQ; ze ÞQðtÞ  Veh ðQ; ze ÞQðtÞ
Z 1

dv0 N Q ðv0 Þ½1  cosðv0 tÞ:

0

and analogously so in the interior of bulk systems (cf.
Eq. (13) in Ref. [10]). Thereby the initial many-body
problem of the reactive component of screening is
formulated as an effective time-dependent one-electron
potential problem. Transformation of (36) back into
ðeffÞ
r -space and substitution into (25) in place of Veh leads
to a highly non-stationary one-particle time-dependent
Schrödinger equation governing the evolution of excitonic
wavefunction Fð r; ze ; tÞ. It should be noted that such a
simple form of V ðeffÞ ðQ; ze ; tÞ here follows from the
ðeffÞ
assumption of sudden switching on of Veh ðQ; ze ; tÞ and
ðimÞ
Veh ðQ; ze ; tÞ that both exhibit the time dependence / QðtÞ,
and the form of RQ ðtÞ employed in going from (33) to (36)
prior to the treatment of quasiparticle recoil and decay from
stationary states [16, 17, 34].
In order to demonstrate temporal evolution of the
(dominant) long wavelength contribution to induced
potential in (36) at real metal surfaces we shall use in (37)
semi-empirical forms of the surface excitation spectra
S Q ðv0 Þ obtained earlier (cf. Fig. 1 in Ref. [40, 41] for Cu
surface and Fig. 1 in Ref. [42] for Ag surface). The behaviour
of RQ¼0 ðtÞ for the case of electron promotion in front of
Ag(111) and Cu(111) surfaces is illustrated in Fig. 5. It is
seen that upon the excitation at t ¼ 0 the electron is
solely affected by the bare potential V ðeffÞ ðQ; ze Þ because
RQ ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0, whereas after a sufﬁciently long interval
[t > 15 fs for Ag(111) and t > 3 fs for Cu(111)] the total
selfconsistent potential saturates and reaches the limit of the
relaxed or screened potential

One of the important messages conveyed by Fig. 5 is that
due to the different electronic excitation spectra typifying the
Ag(111) and Cu(111) surfaces the transient characteristics of
image screening of e–h pair interactions at these surfaces are
also notably different. In the case of Ag surface the image
screening is dominantly governed by virtual excitations of
surface plasmons of energy hvs ’ 3:8 eV [42], whereas on
Cu surface the screening process or the saturation of image
charge is a much faster process because it is dominantly
governed by higher energy interband excitations [40, 41].
A comparison of the time dependence in Fig. 3 with the
ones shown in Fig. 5 indicates that on Cu(111) surface the
population saturation of excitonic levels is an equally fast
process as the renormalization of the e–h pair interaction by
surface screening. On the other hand, on Ag(111) surface the
saturation of population is a notably faster process than the
screening of bare e–h interaction.
We may summarize the above ﬁndings by noting that the
primary excitonic energy levels and wavefunctions will in
the absence of other dynamical interactions evolve from the
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of (25) to less binding and
more delocalized levels and wavefunctions determined by
the screened e–h potential (38). It may also be observed that
at large e–h separations the total static potential (38) acquires
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Transient factor (Ag)

approaches require the solution of the same primary exciton
problem.
The validity of the above arguments for the screening of
e–h interaction outside the image plane should be also
applicable without resorting to the effective e–h bare
potential (22) in which the hole wavefunction is frozen up
(i.e. treated adiabatically after the hole has been photoexcited). Following the analogy with expression (36) and
without resorting to preassumed states, the time-dependent
interaction between electron and hole point charges located
at ze and zh outside the surface, respectively, can be written
directly in the ðQ; z; tÞ-space in terms of the Coulomb matrix
elements VQ as

1.2
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Transient factor (Cu)
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V eh ðQ; ze ; zh ; tÞ ¼ Veh ðQ; ze ; zh ÞQðtÞ

0.6

(40)

ðimÞ

þ V~eh ðQ; ze ; zh ; tÞ;
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t [fs]

Figure 5 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Top panel: transient
factor RQ¼0 ðtÞ appearing in the second term on the RHS of (36) that
determines evolution of the image component of e–h potential acting
on the electron upon its promotion in front of Ag(111) surface. The
transient oscillatory behaviour of image screening is caused by
virtual excitation of surface plasmon which is a well deﬁned
excitation in this system (cf. surface excitation spectrum SQ ðv0 Þ
of Ag shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [42]). Bottom panel: same for Cu(111)
surface. Here the screening is much faster because it is dominated by
higher energy interband transitions (cf. surface excitation spectrum
SQ ðv0 Þ of Cu shown in Fig. 1 of Ref. [41]).

a dipolar form:
ðrelaxÞ

lim V eh ð r ; ze Þ ¼ 

r!1

2e2 zh ze
;
r3

(39)

with the strength determined by the image of hole dipole
2ezh depending on the separation of hole density centre of
mass zh from its image at zh [note the difference with
respect to (23)].
Lastly, we observe that expression (33) offers a more
general description of the screening of bare excitonic
interaction. Since in the pump pulse-induced excitation of
a primary e–h pair the hole is created in a pre-existent state its
subsequent decay will cause a time dependent depletion of
the initial hole charge density appearing in the integrand on
the RHS of (22). This depletion process can be described by
the hole survival probability Lh ðtÞ which for SS-band holes
was elaborated in Refs. [16, 17]. Hence, replacing the Kohn–
Luttinger frozen up hole density with the one described by
the hole survival probability, the screening of e–h interaction
may be described by a version of expression (33) in which the
ðeffÞ
ðimÞ
v-dependence of the matrix elements Veh and Veh is given
by the Fourier transform of Lh ðtÞQðtÞ instead of the potential
switching step function QðtÞ only. However, both
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

Veh ðQ; ze ; zh Þ ¼ VQ eQðjze zh jÞ ;

(41)

and
ðimÞ
V~eh ðQ; ze ; zh ; tÞ ¼ VQ eQðjze jþjzh jÞ QðtÞ
Z 1

dv0 N Q ðv0 Þ½1  cosðv0 tÞ;

ð42Þ

0

and then transformed back into the ð r ; zÞ-space and the
result substituted on the RHS of expression (17) to replace
the bare (unscreened) e–h interaction. Thereby the problem
of screened external exciton is modelled by a two-particle
Hamiltonian involving a time-dependent interparticle
potential.
5.2 Dynamical image screening of the excited
electron and hole Photoexcition of an electron–hole pair
in front of the surface also switches on individual
interactions of constituent quasiparticles with the electronic
response of the system. This induces dynamical image
screening of each quasiparticle. In the present formulation of
external excitons such processes can be treated on the same
footing as the screening of e–h interaction discussed in
Section 5.1. In the ﬁeld-theoretical description these effects
manifest themselves through the quasiparticle self-energy
corrections [34]. Speciﬁcally, an electron excited in the
region outside the surface image plane will experience its
own quantum image potential which in the mixed ðQ; ze ; vÞrepresentation is given by [33]
UeðimÞ ðQ; ze ; vÞ ¼ UðQ; ze ; vÞRQ ðvÞ;

(43)

where UðQ; ze ; vÞ is the ðQ; vÞ-Fourier transform of the
suddenly switched on Coulomb image potential UðQ; ze Þ
for the electron located at ðr ; ze Þ. Following the arguments
of Section 5.1, we ﬁnd that the evolution of image potential
is described by
www.pss-b.com
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V exctot ze,t a.u.
ð44Þ

Note that this interaction is responsible for the evolution
of unrelaxed initial set of eigenstates jK; ji of Hi , over into the
ﬁnal set of relaxed eigenstates jK; ni of Hf discussed in
Section 2.1. A completely analogous procedure can be
ðimÞ
followed to obtain dynamical image potential Uh ðQ; zh ; tÞ
of the hole photoexcited outside the image plane.
We note in passing that in the present linear screening
theory the long time limits of polarization mediated
quasiparticle interactions derived in Sections 4 and 5 do
not exhibit any Debye–Waller factor (DWF) type of
renormalizations [44, 45]. This is in contrast to the
quasiparticle propagators which exhibit the DWF effects
upon renormalization by the interactions with the same
bosonized polarization ﬁelds [5, 16].
5.3 Representation of exciton screening by
an effective time-dependent two-body
Hamiltonian The screening dynamics of e–h potential
(36), as well as of the image potentials of external individual
quasiparticles, is factorized from the matrix elements of bare
interactions. These expressions may now be used in a simple
modelling of the screening induced energy relaxation of an
e–h pair photoexcited outside the surface image plane. In
this picture the e–h interaction as well as the individual
quasiparticle interactions with the surface response are
represented by effective time-dependent potentials whose
magnitudes are varying on the ultrashort time scale. Hence,
to assess the temporal variation of primary excitonic
energy levels we can formulate an effective two-body
time-dependent excitonic Hamiltonian describing relaxation
dynamics of an e–h pair subsequent to its optical excitation
at, say, t ¼ 0. This effective Hamiltonian takes the form
ðimÞ

(45)

exc
given by expression (17), and
with HP¼0

~ ðimÞ
ðimÞ
Vtot ðtÞ ¼ V eh ð r ; ze ; zh ; tÞ
1
1 ðimÞ
þ UeðimÞ ðr ; ze ; tÞ þ Uh ð r ; zh ; tÞ;
2
2

ð46Þ

where the terms on the RHS of (46) are given by the
r -Fourier transforms of the respective expressions in the
Q-space. At t ¼ 0 expression (45) describes the primary
ðimÞ
exciton because Vtot ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 0, and in the limit of full
relaxation, t ! 1, the Hamiltonian (45) tends to the
expression given by Eq. (2) of Ref. [43]. This is illustrated in
Fig. 6. It should be noted that the thus formulated timedependent Hamiltonian (45) does not incorporate dissipative effects. The latter may be incorporated a posteriori
www.pss-b.com
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Figure 6 (online colour at: www.pss-b.com) Illustration of the
temporal development of total time-dependent electron potential
ðimÞ
ðimÞ
exc
ð r; ze ; tÞ ¼ V~eh ð r; ze ; zh ; tÞ þ 1=2Ue ð r; ze ; tÞ apenergy Vtot
pearing on the RHS of expression (46) for the hole at 1 a.u. outside
the image plane on Ag(111) surface and mutual e–h separation
r ¼ 1 a:u: Full line: t ¼ 0 (primary excitonic potential). Long
dashed line: t ¼ 2:25 fs (combination of partly screened e–h and
incompletely developed e-image potential energy contributions).
Short dashed line: t ¼ 1 (fully relaxed electron potential energy
with prevailing electron image contribution). The short dashed line
reaches asymptotically (beyond ze ¼ 10 a:u: measured from the
image plane) the classical electron image energy e2 =4ze shown
by the uppermost thin full line.

following the methods of Ref. [16] once the quasistationary
state is reached.
The e–h dynamics governed by the effective Hamiltonian
(45) can be visualized as the evolution of excited e–h pair that
is initially dominated by interband e–h interaction which
rapidly weakens due to dynamic screening. This gives way to
the domination of individual interactions of quasiparticles
with their developing screening charges as described by the
last two terms on the RHS of (46). When the asymptotic limit
of fully screened total interaction is reached (given by the sum
of non-binding or very weakly binding e–h potential and fully
developed electron and hole image potentials), the individual
quasiparticle states will be well described by the ﬁnal state
one-particle Hamiltonian (4). In other words, the dynamics of
excited e–h pairs evolves from propagation in early excitonic,
strongly correlated states, over into the regime of electron and
hole propagation in the states of developed IS-band and
relaxed SS-band, respectively. In this context the relaxed
electron image potential energies may be viewed as excitonic
levels for which the role of ‘exciton hole’ has in the course of
screening been taken from the SS-hole and transferred to the
emergent electron image screening charge induced at the
surface (i.e. to the excited electron’s exchange correlation
hole). Once the stationary state of the electronic system
described by the eigenstates of (4) has been attained, the
electron decoherence and decay from stationary states may be
described by the formalisms of Refs. [16, 17, 46].
6 Discussion of the dynamics of transient
excitonic states The above developed model description
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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of screening of quasiparticles at surfaces provides basic
insight into the early evolution of energetics of intermediate
electronic states probed in time and energy resolved pump–
probe investigations of the surface electronic structure and
dynamics. It is argued that in the case of pump–probe
spectroscopies of occupied surface bands on Cu(111) and
Ag(111) surfaces the pump-induced primary electronic
transitions can be viewed as creation of transient excitonic
states whose energy levels lie in the surface projected band
gaps. The subsequent evolution of primary excitonic levels is
governed by the dynamics of screening processes at the
surface. Reactive (i.e. non-dissipative) interactions of
photoexcited quasiparticles with the developing screening
charge renormalize the initial bare e–h interaction and give
rise to the formation of relaxed image potential bands in
concurrent processes.
This approach offers a dynamical picture of the
intermediate states and energy levels in pump–probe
spectroscopies of surface bands. These levels arise as bound
states of the effective time dependent potential (46) which
due to dynamical screening evolves from the initial excitonic
potential dominated by the unscreened Coulomb attraction
of photoexcited SS-hole over into the relaxed or saturated
image potential caused by the screening charge developed at
the surface. In that sense both the primary excitonic states
and the relaxed image potential states can be viewed as
bound excitonic states of a potential that is initially governed
by the SS-hole and ﬁnally by the exchange-correlation hole
(i.e. image charge) of individual quasiparticles. In the Kohn–
Luttinger approximation [28] employed in Section 2.3 to
calculations of primary excitonic levels this implies diabatic
transitions el ðt ! 1Þ ! en where en are energies of image
potential states calculated in Ref. [24]. A general formulation
of the relaxation dynamics of excitonic states based on the
surface response outlined in Section 4 will be further
elaborated elsewhere [47].
To facilitate discussions of the characteristics of
transient excitonic states we introduced in Section 5 a
simpliﬁed, yet highly illustrative model of screening of e–h
pairs excited outside the substrate surface. This constraint on
quasiparticle charge distributions allows closed form
representations of the interactions which drive the primary
excitonic states into the states of relaxed image potential.
Special merit of this approach lies in easy visualisation of the
dynamics of transient excitonic states at surfaces, and
thereby of the role these states may play in ultrafast pump–
probe experiments. Although the validity of solutions of such
a simpliﬁed model is restricted to exterior of the image plane,
the general physical implications deriving thereof should
be extendable beyond the regions of formal applicability of
the model itself. Thus we ﬁnd that the screening of bare e–h
pair interaction outside the image plane and the formation of
individual quasiparticle image potentials proceed at the
common pace. On Ag(111) the relaxation during which
transient excitons fade and the image potential bands are
being formed is completed within an interval of the order of
15 fs, whereas on the Cu(111) this time is much shorter, of
ß 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim

the order of 3 fs (cf. Fig. 5). This strong difference arises
from the markedly different structures of surface electronic
excitation spectra which govern the dynamics of screening at
respective substrate surfaces. In the spirit of Section 2 this
can be rephrased in that the evolution of effective oneparticle Hamiltonians Hi into Hf is a much faster process on
Cu(111) than on Ag(111) surface.
We have also investigated the role of ultrashort pump
pulse duration on the dynamics of population of primary
excitonic states. For the parameters characteristic of the
studied systems and the currently available ultrashort laser
pulses of FWHM 3 fs which may still provide required
resolution in interferometric experiments [1, 48], the
saturation of population of a primary excitonic level occurs
in the interval of 4–5 fs. This is comparable to the duration
of formation of image potential bands on Cu(111) surface
and means that for pump–probe delays exceeding this
time the probe pulse would measure occupation of the
states in the already relaxed image potential bands, with all
the implications regarding the existence of well deﬁned
intra- and inter-band transitions among the stationary
exc
ðt ! 1Þ, the ensuing
states deriving from the relaxed HP¼0
non-adiabatic and dissipative processes governing the
decay rates and lifetimes of excited states, etc. On the
other hand, in the case of Ag(111) surface the required
interval may exceed 15–18 fs because of a much slower
screening of excitonic interaction and saturation of the image
potential. That altogether permits longer duration of
transient excitonic states and slower formation of image
potential bands.
The third factor which limits direct observation of the
‘standard’ features of quasiparticles in ultrafast experiments,
viz. their energy and exponential decay governed by lifetime
effects, is the early evolution of quasiparticles after being
promoted into the established or pre-existent quasistationary
states. According to our recent calculations [16, 17, 46] the
Markovian regime of exponential decay and phase saturation
of quasiparticles in surface bands on Cu(111) is reached
within ﬁrst 6–7 fs after the photoexcitation. This imposes
pump–probe delays which exceed that interval, otherwise
the transient, early excited particle features are likely to be
detected.
The effects of ultrafast excitation and relaxation
processes outlined above will effectively appear convoluted
in the amplitudes of 2PPE events, viz. integrated over all
intermediate times in the diagrams of the form illustrated in
Fig. 1b. Therefore, in order to assess quasiparticle energies
and lifetimes in relaxed quasistationary states, the delay
time between the applied pump and probe pulses should
exceed the three discussed temporal intervals. On the other
hand, for shorter delays the experiment may detect nonrelaxed or transient intermediate states, in particular on the
Ag(111) surface. The latter system poses a challenge to
possible detection of transient excitonic and early quasiparticle states as intermediate states in time resolved 2PPE
and interferometric 2PPE þ 1PPE experiments [1, 48]. One
of the goals of the present discussion is to motivate such
www.pss-b.com
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experiments and the development of a uniﬁed theory for their
interpretation.
Note added in proof: Recent measurements have
provided evidence for positive (upward) surface plasmon
dispersion also on Au(111) surface [49]. Hence, the model of
dynamical screening of ‘‘external exciton’’ outlined in
Section 5 should be applicable to this surface as well.
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